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West Side Stories 
 
The Planning Process in New York City. 
 
No single physical plan or set of rules governs the city of New York, nor is there an elected planning authority with power over all 
aspects of the city to help restrain the hidden hand of market forces. Aspects of planning are shared between the federal 
government, the neighboring state governmen ts (Metropolitan New York stretches over four states), the New York state 
government in Albany, the city council, and local community boards, not to mention independent, intrastate government 
agencies like the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (which controls bridges, tunnels, ports, airports, and riverside 
development).The crafting of the city from this web of administrations is a complex and time-consuming job, often requiring 
trade-offs and payments to campaigns and causes that have no apparent connection to the case at hand. To deal with this 
complex situation, two major actors have appeared on the New York stage; and a third, previously kept in the wings, is now 
beginning to emerge. 

The first major actor is the Special Zoning District. 1 Since the city has no master plan or real planning authority, the void has 
been filled by the creation of special planning districts with their own local areas and planning teams appointed by the city. These 
invisible cities within the city set and control limited local development objectives for a "neighbor hood" (usually a business 
district or rejected area of redevelopment, some times a historic residential community). Special districts set up urban-design 
goals and simplify the planning process for developers and citizens alike. 

The first small special district was erected ·in the 1960s to protect the theater district on Broadway in midtown; another surrounded 
the Convention Center site in Clinton (the site of Donald Trump's first real estate coup with the city). A special district protected 
the Little Italy neighborhood downtown, and another was set up on Fifth Avenue in midtown to pre vent an invasion by office 
buildings and to ensure mixed-use development. A special midtown zoning district was created in the late 1970s to slow growth on 
the East Side, to direct it to the West, and to standardize the development process, so that developers could not negotiate 
special deals on individual sites as they had in the past. The Battery Park City Authority, an independent state agency of the 
1970s, was the equivalent of a totally independent special district created to develop a new town on an enormous landfill in 
lower Manhattan. 

The second major actor to appear has been the developer as the representative of banks and institutional investors in New 
York real estate. Developers like Donald Trump exploited the vacuum in New York planning, contributed generously to the 
invisible network to facilitate their influence on deals, and ruthlessly exploited special zoning districts for their own purposes. 
They have attempted to extract from the city the maximum con cessions for their investors, mining with energy and zeal the 
zoning regulations of the special district planners. Trump Tower (1981) in the Fifth Avenue and Midtown Special Zoning Districts 
pushed to the extreme the planners ' desire for mixe.d use in midtown. The brassy, hyperdeveloped package of shopping 
mall and office and residential tower had only one guarded entrance to the street. It was loaded with tax breaks, historic 

preservation grants, transferred air rights, and traded floor area bonuses for interior street-level public amenities.2 
As the representatives of global capital in an open and international city, developers' egos and hubris grew with the 

accumulated funds at their disposal. By the end of the 1980s the Trump organization was proposing plans for an area as large as 
Battery Park City at Trump City, although Trump himself was close to bankruptcy (as a result of the 1987 crash, ill-conceived 
bets on Atlantic City casinos, and the current recession, which de valued his properties and junk bonds). While the banks did not 
allow Trump to default on his $2 billion debt, they took control of his properties and controlled his income in exchange for 
releasing him from personal liability. In this situation Trump ironically reemerged as an underdog, a down-scaled and "reformed" 
local hero in an unlikely partnership with the community organizations that had long opposed him. 

This is the third actor: a group com posed of the community boards of the city, community protesters, and City 
Beautiful organizations. Elected local community boards in special districts were often ignored in the roaring 1980s, forcing 
the development of communitybased protest groups, which have relied on aggressive media campaigns and prolonged legal 
battles in the courts. Citizens' groups stopped the development of the West Side Highway in a fifteen-year legal battle with the 
city. Community groups have grown more and more sophisticated, taking on far larger concerns than the local, grass-roots 
neighborhood concerns of the Jane Jacobs period. The complex court actions of the Municipal Arts Society, for instance, 
prevented the city from sponsoring overdevelopment on city-owned land at Columbus Circle. The society's legal brief successfully 
demon strated that the city's environmental impact study was incorrect and that there would be a negative environmental 

im pact, including a shadow that would stretch across Central Park.4 
Community groups undertook planning studies, normally the responsibility of city agencies, to assess environmental, 
commercial, and traffic impacts. The community group Westpride hired environmental, legal, and economic consultants in 
February 1986 to begin fighting Trump City, a proposal for a 100-acre site on Manhattan's West Side, stretching along the 
Hudson River from West 59th Street in the south to West 72nd Street in the north. Beginning in 1987, Westpride has regularly 
analyzed Trump City's environ mental impact and passed the material to the city. In December 1987 West pride first began work on 
moving a highway contained in the proposal. People for Westpride produced the West Side Futures report assessing the social, economic, 
and environmental pressures on the West Side, while the Municipal Arts Society built a model showing the shocking built form of 
massed towers that would result from the approved, proposed, and possible as-of -right developments on the West Side in the late 
1980s. In June 1990 Westpride and other com munity organizations filed a challenge to the zonin g amendments necessary 
to rezone the area. Westpride simultaneously unveiled its "Civic Alternative" proposal. Westpride and the other community 
groups won the suit against Trump City and the Board of Estimates in December 1990. In this case and others like it, the city 
argued for the developers in an effort to maximize the city's tax base. The legal successes and planning abilities of communit y 
groups, as well as the real estate slump, have greatly increased the lever age of such pressure groups in the planning process. In 



March 1991 the city and Trump endorsed the counterproposal made by the Municipal Arts Society and Westpride, thus 
silencing and co-opting the majority of the opposition. This desArts Society when it fought Moshe Safdie's proposal for 
Columbus Circle in 1989; now SOM's New York urban design office is in charge of downsizing the troubled project, with David 
Childs as designer. The Battery Park City Authority planning team of Richard Kahan, authority chairman, and Alexander Cooper, of 
the Cooper-Ekstat design team, has reappeared. In Riverside South (the cur rent proposal for the Trump City site), Kahan 
brokered the deal between the city, Trump, and community organizations, ending up as chairman of the new organization 

that will supervise the development of the area. Cooper prepared the abortive Cooper-Robertson Trump City Master Plan, which 

jeopardized the reputation for contextual planning he had won with Battery Park City. Another figure, Paul Willen, served not only on 
the de sign team of Lincoln West (a pre-Trump City proposal for the West Side site), but also on the critical AlA committee that 
opposed the Trump City plan, and as the architect for the Municipal Arts Society/ Westpride counterproposal to Trump City. It 
comes as no surprise that Trump and his new community partners (including the Municipal Arts Society) have turned to David 
Childs and SOM, in partnership with Willen, to help give final form to the community's proposal, which has been accepted as the 
basic model. 
 
Urban Design and Trump City 
 
 
The history of urban design at Trump City can be seen as a record of the trajectory of the real estate development industry in the 
1980s. The initial design (called "Lincoln West") was a conservative modernist scheme of towers and large residential blocks, which 
could easily be broken down into flexible development packages. The second series of designs (Trump City proper) by Jahn 
and Cooper Robertson represented the mid-1980s shift to the hyperdevelopment mode of enormous, megastructural 
packages with interrelated component parts. Massive infusions of international capital supported hyperdevelopment within a 
singledevelopment package. The third series of designs ("Riverside South") marks are turn to a smaller scale, with the 
development site broken into more flexible parcels and an overall plan allowing many smaller-scale investments to be 
coordinated, as at Battery Park City. The in creased power of community groups and the collapse of the property boom has 
resulted in a general return to an urban convention of street corridors and setback towers in the pragmatic and commercial 
form of urban contextualism. A brief ex amination of the three schemes for the Trump City site will show the emergence and 
impact of this new planning consensus. For the sake of brevity this analysis will concentrate on the urban-design aspects of 
the three schemes; the sections are especially important, considering that the site drops forty feet from street level to the river's 
edge and contains an elevated highway. 
Trump first made a proposal for 7,500 
residential units on this site, formerly the Penn Central railroad yards, as part of his air-rights option purchased from the rail way 
in 1975 (at the same time as his sale to the city of his options to the Convention Center site). A storm of community protest led 
the City Planning Commission to note the possibility of the use of the entire site as a park. Trump then sold his options in 1977 
to a South American consortium of investors. These investors commissioned the Gruzen Partnership and Rafael Viñoly to 
produce the Lincoln West scheme. 

Lincoln West was a modernist scheme in which the contextual concerns of the Gruzen Partnership emerged. Two parallel strips 
of development made a new edge for the river and mediated the forty foot drop across the site. The inland strip consisted of 
an eighty-five-foot-high band of "contextual" slab blocks (with setbacks and lower courtyard bases) that defined an edge 
boulevard to the city grid, with parking below grade. The second band consisted of a series of seven isolated modernist towers 
in various con figurations, each tower set on its own base of car parking, which gave access to the boulevard. Each tower was an 
isolated and self-contained modernist development package, like the numerous other towers Trump developed on the East Side. 

The tower band was broken to protect the river views of the existing Lincoln West development. Here steps led down forty 
feet to a gridded park area, which connected under the elevated highway to a thin extension of Olmsted's Riverside Park. The 
park was clearly going to be a dangerous, noisy problem area in shadow most of the day. Community groups successfully fought in 
court against the high density of the project, delaying the scheme; finally they reluctantly accepted a revised version with 
4,000 housing units (a total of approximately eight mil lion square feet of floor area), after improvements were promised in the 
park and in subway stations on Broad way. The South American syndicate had problems raising the necessary funds (projected 

at $1 billion in 1983) and sold the development back to Trump for $95 mil1ion.6 
The Trump City hyperdevelopment proposal of 1985 represented an enormous act of spatial compression, modeled on the 

Gerald D. Hines mixed-use "Galleria" developments in Houston and Dallas. These megastructures contained whole cities 
(approximately four million square feet) within their building packages. Trump first revealed his ambition in Helmut Jahn's 
proposed design for "Television City," which would have included the world's tallest skyscraper, separated by a three-block park 
from the largest mall in America, and almost double the residential units approved in Lincoln West (total floor area approximately 
fourteen million square feet). After the predictable outrage from community groups and the withdrawal of the NBC television 
component, the Trump organization hired Alexander Cooper of Battery Park City fame to revise the design. In Cooper's 1989 
revision, the enormous six-block multilevel retail mall and 4,000 parking spaces formed the base of the project, making an 
edge for the city and accommodating the forty-foot drop to the river. The eight 60- story-high residential towers sat on top of this 
base, using the roof as a podium. 
As the AlA report on the project pointed out, the suburban models for Trump City were located at highway intersections, 
had good access to the edges of old cities, and had replaced existing downtowns. In New York, the existing city and site-
sectional problems had been largely ignored, and only one connection through the mall led down to the thin strip of Riverside 
Park forty feet below. The city streets under the mall would drop steeply and would be dark and miserable. Loading docks and 
parking entrances faced the extension of Riverside Park, beneath the elevated freeway. The largely blank walls of the mall would 



 

face the city streets with apartment entrances at intervals. The apartments were small in an area of traditional larger family 
apartments (the report's authors included Rafael Viñoly and Paul Willen, an architect who was at work on the Municipal Art 

Society's Civic Alternative). 7 
The environmental impact study prepared for a court battle by the opposition coalition, which included Westpride, Coalition for 
A Liveable West Side, and the Municipal Arts Society, showed that, besides the world's tallest building receiving pollution from 
the neighboring Con Ed smokestack, the commercial impact would drain the city and West Side of activity, while totally 
overloading the highway and surrounding streets with traffic and automobile pollution. In a major victory the protest groups 
succeeded in convincing the court to reject the city's environmental impact assessment methodology because it looked only at 
citywide aggregate statistics and did not consider local factors (such as the smoke stack). 
Riverside South, a proposal developed by Willen and the environmental consult ant Dan Gutman for the Municipal Arts Society, 
appears to be a contextualist New York plan. Its first major innovation is the abandonment of the elevated high-way; instead it 
uses already allocated state reconstruction funds to locate the high way inland from the park in a stacked section, beneath a new 
River side Drive, on land donated by the developer. The aerial perspective renderings make this complex technical feat seem 
easy and very reasonable. The parklands, also provided by the developer, are burmed up to pro vide access at intervals over the 
high way, or steps and ramps give access to the park in the traditional manner. The wall of apartment blocks along the park drops 
to safeguard the views of Lincoln West apartment blocks, and traditional side-street row-house blocks link the project back to 
the city grid. 

The second innovation of the plan is the adoption of the Battery Park parcelization scheme, based on small lots the banks can 
sell to other developers. This gives far more flexibility to the investors and does not involve the far riskier commitment of 
enormous funds for a megastructure. This piecemeal and incremental style of development has the additional advantage of 
allowing the pace of development to be tailored more closely to market conditions, making it possible to avoid big mistakes, as at 
Battery Park City. A small part of the scheme can fail without endangering the long-term value of the whole. 
The third innovation follows from the flexibility of the parcelization. Riverside South, like Battery Park City, employs an array of 
smaller-scale, conventional, recognizable New York building ty pes. Apartment blocks with towers on top form the wall against 
the twenty-three acre extension of Riverside Park. Smaller buildings, like row houses, can infill the side streets, while the 
inboard avenues can accommodate larger residential buildings and commercial uses, including a cluster of four office towers 
in the south. 
One of the oldest protest groups, the Coalition for A Liveable West Side (originally the Coalition Against Lincoln

West), still opposes Riverside South as overdevelopment (it is approximately eight million square feet, like Lincoln West). The 
group demands that the city zone the entire site as a park. At an AlA meeting in 1990, critics of Paul Willen's Civic Alternative 
emphasized the difficulty of the three-level road section at the edge of the park, pointing out the need for fans to disperse the 
pollution in the enclosed roadbeds, the presence of the Amtrak railway right-of - way at grade, and the difficulty of accessing 
the park except at burmed areas. 
Other critics pointed out these streets often dead-end in the sur rounding super "blocks, which destroys the city grid like the 

earlier Lincoln West.8 
The rapturous reception of the SOM/ Willen version of Riverside South by the New York Times (which hailed the proposal as a 

contextual masterpiece), the developer's cooperation, the AlA's participation in the city's ULURP (Urban Land Use Review 
Process, which they had previously deemed inappropriate for the s ite), and the presence of community critics on the design 
team virtually ensures the approval of the scheme. Crucial to the abandonment of Trump City was the election of Ruth 
Messinger, long a representative of the Upper West Side, as Manhattan Borough president. Under the newly revised city charter of 
1991, this borough president, an ally of Westpride, has two days in which to veto any large scale project such as Trump City, 
after all approvals have been received from the City Planning Commission and Council. 
The Riverside South II scheme demonstrates the flexibility of the system of small parcels, allowing the developer to follow the cautious 
model of the public corporation in Battery Park City. The private developer and the community groups have been able to incorporate 
a variety of commercial components, which have re turned to the scheme since peace broke out. The NBC "Television City" 
component has returned at the southern end of the site to occupy some of the vast under ground territory that will be available 
beneath the platform of built-up city side streets and avenues. In a move unimaginable without the cooperation of the 
powerful Lincoln West Community Group, the tallest residential apartment buildings are now clustered in the north in front of 
Lincoln West, blocking cherished views. This move provides additional, valuable Riverside apartments to the developer, who 
has retained the large southern blocks. The move was justified on the grounds that the shadows for the tallest blocks would 
now fall to the north on the surrounding streets, not on the park at its widest  point as in the Civic  Alternative. In a gesture to 
Lincoln West, a new com mercial avenue of shops is proposed for Independence Place, the currently bleak and inhospitable 
western edge of the project, creating a commercial core for the old and new communities. 
Riverside South II also contains an that the buildings along the park edge, while they appear to conform to the Riverside Drive 
typology of the 191Os, were actually far denser and taller (especially with planned, lux urious ten-foot high ceilings). The base 
blocks were sixteen stories, instead of the traditional ten to twelve, and the towers above were fourteen stories, more like the 
giant Eldorado, Majestic, and Beresford blocks on Central Park West f rom the 1930s. The buildings on the side streets are also 
larger and other significant variation. In the southern part of the scheme, small urban squares are provided on the side streets 
with mid block towers, providing a new urban pat tern for New York. These squares break up the grid to provide a public 
garden forecourt to the unusually placed towers, thus enabling the developer to increase the residential density by ignoring the 
traditional West Side pattern of end block towers. The cluster of towers on the southern part of the scheme are inland from 
the park and their shadows fall on the surrounding residential development; the towers will have valuable river views from their 
upper stories. Critics have not yet commented on the nature of this radical urban innovation, its density, physical appearance, or 
implications for the rest of the city. 
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The speed and flexibility with which both Trump and the community groups responded to this altered political situation was 
astonishing. The besieged developer sensed a tactical opening that could no doubt be altered or abandoned later ("I saw people 
coming out and loving the plan. I wanted to take advantage of that.") The result was the rapid formation of the private Riverside 
South Development Corporation, with the Municipal Art Society, the Natural Resources Defense Council, People for 
Westpride, the Regional Plan Association, and the River side Park Fund on board with Trump and Kahan. All nonconforming 
opposition was marginalized. The latest plan appears to confirm some of the Coalition for a Liveable West Side's fears. The 
apartment towers are clearly larger than the traditional models. The highway is still in its open trench below the ex tension of 
Riverside Drive and the forty-foot dr9p to the river still takes place within the park (the city will need to provide a lot of fill to 

create the park, adding value to the Trump riverfront properties).9 The breakup of the Trump City megastructure and its 
transformation into Riverside South has implications for the city that extend beyond the immediate site. Trump City was the 
largest capital project in the city, and its fragmentation into small, more manageable pieces reflects an altered political as well as 
economic real ity.10 This is a novel combination, even for New York, where the invisible net work of interests and influence has 
produced many strange bedfellows in the absence of any coordinated city planning. 
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Sorkin's Tracked Housing Project 
 
 
In face of the temporary triumph of reason, good taste, urban-design convention, and commercial contextualism at the Trump 
City site, few have proposed alternatives other than massive development. The New York Times has carried several stories about 
the homeless community living in shanties beneath the raised highways, but advocates for the homeless have never made any 
claim to the site. One project by Michael Sorkin has proposed housing for the site in the form of extraordinary and unprecedented 
antique operate move brought the protesters on board as planners in an unusual partnership, and prevented the Trump 
organization's default on a $200 million loan from a troubled New York bank (which would itself disappear shortly afterwards in 

a merger).5 
A limited pool of urban designers and architects have served all groups in this real estate wrestling match. The shifting tides of 

the real estate cycle bring many different opportunities, often to the same people. For example, Skidmore, Owings and Merrill 
chairman David Childs was also a board member of the Municipal railway cars-poetic, wheeled variations of the domed railway 
skycar or observation car. Sorkin's trains have mini-towers, with balconies and spectacular skylights, and would occupy the 
tracks at the yard, making a movable city and skyline. Seen from the elevated highway, their towers would peer above the 
balustrade in changing configurations. Competition would be intense for these mobile homes, like the floating castles of the 
neighboring 72nd Street boat basin. 

Sorkin's trains belong to the tradition of Archigram's Plug-In City or Cedric Price's Pottery Thinkbelt Project, a university also 
based on railway cars in sidings. Sorkin's trains also refer to America's predilection for mobile homes, most recently outlined by 
Alan D. Wallis in Wheel Estate: The Rise and Decline of Mobile Homes (Oxford, 1991 ). While their mobility refers to the 
technological future via the retro-technology of the railway, their message also links the fate of the homeless and nomads in a 
postindustrial future (for example, see Rosalyn Deutsche on Krzysztof Wodiczko and David Lurie's Homeless Vehicle in October 
no. 47; the Homeless Vehicle was exhibited at the Storefront Gallery, New York, in 1985, at the Clock Tower Gallery in 1988, and 
later at the Beaubourg, Paris). Mobility and modern communications created the suburbs, removed jobs from the inner city, 
and made suburban malls like the Galleria possible. The message of the trains and homeless carts is that mobility and modern 
communications also make suburbs redundant or impossible (as at Trump City). 


